
Jacuna
By chefs, for chefs
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Food delivery has become part of daily life

1.5m UK orders per 
day between 3 major 

platforms

Delivery represents 
<1 of the 21 meal 

occasions per week

Global food delivery 
industry 11-15% growth 

over next 5 years

46m 
orders per 

month

18m orders
 per month

Source: JustEat Interim Results, August 2021, data based on credit card transaction volumes measured by Cardlytics. 
Deliveroo Interim Results, August 2021. Company Estimates. 
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✓ Delivery channel in purpose-built facility, in 
epicentre of driver network

✓ In-house experience optimised 
✓ No clashing/ prioritisation of channels
✓ Able to launch additional delivery brands

Optimising restaurant channels through delivery-only kitchens

Restaurant no delivery 
Pre-2010 v0

✓ Happy customers
✓ Well-understood model
✖ Restaurant brand revenue constrained to 

dine-in customers

Restaurant adapting to 
delivery 
2010-2020 v1

Restaurant-optimised 
delivery 
2020+ v2

✓ Accessible to delivery & traditional walk-in 
channels

✖ Quality of experience in-house lower, 
Efficiency and quantum of delivery lower

✖ Drivers have to navigate customers and 
visa-versa; everybody loses
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Data driven location selection

UK’s best radiuses

Average basket size

Average orders per day and timings

Top performing cuisines per area

Under-supplied cuisines

Population density & income 
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Jacuna 2022 coverage

Vauxhall
Fulham

Norbury

Camden Hoxton

Brent

Canary Wharf

Live Site

Coverage of key locations, with many more to come 

Battersea
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Jacuna’s partnership approach 

Sales

Focus: The right kitchen for your business
Choosing the right kitchen in the best location is paramount when growing 
your business. Our sales team will walk you through the options available 
and ensure the space meets your expectations

Onboarding

Account 
Management

Operations

Focus: Seamless set-up
From choosing your kitchen to being comfortable with the layout, our 
experts will facilitate the entire process of setting up the space and 
getting platform-live

Focus: Your continued success
Our account managers are on hand to ensure the back-end process runs 
smoothly. Success isn’t just a quality set-up, it’s the attention to detail when 
overseeing your account

Focus: ‘Things just work’
While your chefs are busy cooking, our operations team are dedicated to making 
sure nothing falls out of place across the facility. From the kitchens to the 
communal areas, this team will keep the building running in optimal condition
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Pest control

Waste management

FOG management 

Security

Business rates

Energy management

Fire strategy management

Oil collection & recycling

Ventilation systems

Emergency lighting

Traffic management

Fridges/ freezers

Internet provision

Lease negotiations

Security and CCTV

Cleaning

Compliance checking

EHO facilitation

Council management

Legionella risk assessment

Choosing Jacuna’s solution allows you to 
condense ~20 contracts into 1 

Which allows you to…
✓ Go live faster
✓ Benefit from our refined supply chain
✓ Focus on your menu and food brand
✓ Have one point of contact
✓ Not be distracted by painful admin
✓ Plug & play model 

Taking care of all the hassle



Space
 Private kitchens
 Staff locker room
 Relaxation area
 Bathrooms
 Shower rooms
 Dry storage
 Fridge and freezer rooms

Utilities
 Gas points
 Extraction
 Power outlets
 Water
 Electric
 Wifi
 Waste management
 Pest control
 On-site management
 Cleaning of communal areas

Equipment
 Stainless steel canopy
 Single-phase supply
 Three-phase supply
 Hand sink
 Prep sink
 Countertops
 Wall shelves
 Grease traps
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The Jacuna kitchen service
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Trusted by the UK’s leading brands

“This has been a lot easier than my previous kitchens - not as much 
stress, no hassle from waiting staff or the GM. It’s a good size, we can 
work three different brands from this kitchen and we get on well with 
our neighbours. There’s a really good community feel here.”

“The kitchen build is amazing, it’s a nice size for what we need. 
So much better than any other dark kitchen I’ve worked in. There are 
decent bathrooms and training areas. I’d absolutely work in another 
Jacuna location. Your site manager has been amazing.”

“The set-up is perfect really. The pricing gives me less risk than 
bricks and mortar. If you want to start something small dark kitchens 
are more feasible. The start-up costs are lower and the risk factor of 
a 3-5 year commitment isn’t there.”

Ming
Founder & Chef
Sushi brand

Anna
Kitchen Manager
Greek brand

Bernadette
Chef
Latin American
brand



By chefs for chefs
Never forgetting that without the chef, 

none of this exists

Partnership approach
Across sales, onboard, account 

management and operations; we are 
here to ensure your success
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Why partner with Jacuna?

The right locations
Data driven process to ensure the best 
locations for your delivery-only kitchen 

Designed for delivery
Optimised spaces to save seconds and 

allow driver networks swift access

Trusted by the best
We focus on providing outstanding 
service to the largest global players 
as well as innovative food scale-ups 

Simple commercials
One fully-bundled monthly fee with no 

hidden extras 



Case Studies
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Dealing with Jacuna during onboarding
“I found it incredibly easy, your team guided us all the way through”

Kitchen build and quality
“Your Kitchens are really good, it works so well for us. They’re a great size, easy to keep clean and the 
maintenance is excellent.”

Value for money
“Definitely. We found your Membership rates very competitive and we love not having to pay any % fees on 
top.” 

The  location we’ve chosen 
“Really good. We’re doing great out of this location so you’ve chosen it well.”

How our kitchens compare with those of our competitors
“Your kitchen in Vauxhall is easily our favourite!” 

Would you grow with us in future sites?
“Yes we would! We really do prefer handling the food to delivery drivers ourselves and think your system of 
dispatch really works.”

Essex-born and London-based, Burger & 
Beyond are a a burger truck turned 
raved-about restaurant in the heart of 
Shoreditch.

Burger & Beyond  use freshly ground dry 
aged beef made from choice cuts of meat. 
They first gained a fanbase trading from a 
Citroen H van, before opening sites at 
street food markets Kerb and Street Feast 
– launching  their very own restaurant in 
E1. They operate out of a small number of 
dark kitchens alongside their bricks and 
mortar sites. 

Jacuna approached the team about our 
site in Nine Elms Vauxhall and they were 
quick to respond. They’re heavyweight 
players in that kitchen now, often 
delivering more than 100 orders per day.
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Case Study: Burger & Beyond
Craig Povas, Co-Founder



Honi Poke is one of the UK's best known 
Poke brands, boasting 6 outlets in Central 
London. 

The brand’s ambition was always to scale 
into other UK cities, however the 
management capabilities required to open 
Bricks and Mortar outside the M25 were 
too much of a risk for owner Vladimir 
Martynov. 

Having worked with Deliveroo Editions, 
Honi knew the benefits of delivery kitchens 
and at the beginning of June 2021 
partnered with Jacuna in our Central 
Manchester unit.

After just days month of trading, Honi were 
doing over 100 orders a day and 1 month 
into their occupation  took on a second 
kitchen next door to cope with their order 
volumes.

Dealing with Jacuna during onboarding
“Onboarding was very informative and we feel like we are being well looked after.”

Kitchen build and quality
“To be honest it is great quality. We’re getting used to dark kitchens and it’s great having piece of mind that 
the structure is as good as it is.”

Value for money
“I think the pricing is very reasonable and affordable.” 

The  location we’ve chosen 
“Location is good because it covers urban areas and we are busy here at this site. We can’t complain about 
the orders!”

How our kitchens compare with those of our competitors
“You guys have the best kitchens we’ve seen by some way.” 

Would you grow with us in future sites? 
“100% we are already planning for the next site!
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Case Study: Honi Poke
Vladimir Martynov, Founder



Thanks for reading - please reach out if you have any 
further questions 

Head of Strategic Partnerships 

alice@jacuna.co.uk
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